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The New African Case
THE APPEAL SUCCEEDS
The sentence against the former publishers of "The
New African" and a director, Mrs . 1. N. Block, for
publishing an indecent short story "The Fugitives"
by Can Themba was set aside by Mr. Justice van
Heerden in the Cape Supreme Court on 24th March,
1965. The Judge found that "the magistrate had
misdirected himself as to who would read the
publication. The question arose of whether the
words would corrupt the minds of intellectuals.
It seemed they would not be likely either to
deprave or corrupt. To an intellectual mind these
words would appear as nothing more than the
coarse and crude expletives they actually were
and which one would expect to be used by the type
of people who frequent a shebeen. " This is the
second prosecution ultimately to have failed under
South Africa's new int~rnal censorship law. "The
New African" case was brought as a result of
investigations undertaken by the Security Police.
Though the Company's fine of R300 (£150) and
Mrs. Block's of R300 (£150), or three month's
imprisonment, have been set aside, thus
releasing the individual donors who had guaranteed
this amount, a large part of the costs, totalling
about R900, has still t o be found and donations are
urgently requested to "The New African" fund,
12a, Goodwins Court, St. Martins Lane, W. C. 2,
London.

NOTE
The interview of Mr. Oscac Kambona
by Frene GinwaLa in
The New African, March 1965,
was published "by kind permission of
the Transcription Centre, London,
where it was recorded.

of the Democratic Party in last month's Bechuanaland elections was not very difficult to predict. Its significance, and its implications
for the future of the whole of Southern Africa are by no means as certain.
So far, reactions to the result, from South Africa and elsewhere, have been
noticeably restrained. The African States have said nothing so far-presumably because they are waiting to see just what Mr. Seretse Khama and
his Government propose to do. Britain, no doubt confident that the new
Legislative Council will not create any problems it is not already aware of,
has also remained silent.
It was, in fact, left to South Africa to take the initiative on this occasion,
just as it has done so often in the past where the Protectorates have been
concerned. Not that the initiative amounted to very much. Dr. Verwoerd
offered a few carefully chosen platitudes in welcoming Mr. Khama's
assumption of office .as Premier. He went on, to score a few sly points off
Britain's representative in Bechuanaland, Sir Peter Fawcus, by annbuncing
that Mr. Khama was no longer a prohibited immigrant in the Republicsomething of which neither Sir Peter nor Mr. Khama had apparently been
aware. As a gift to the victorious Mr. Khama it could hardly have been
considered generous. But it was all that was offered.
THE VICTORY

that mattered, Dr. Verwoerd was a good deal less forthcoming. While he was not gauche enough to utter threats, the South
African Prime Minister was at pains to point out that he was not concerned
to discuss any further question of future relations between Bechuanaland
and the Republic at this stage. These would have to wait until Bechuanaland was "freer" to negotiate with the Republic.
This particular move was, nevertheless, a rather unsubtle way of indicating that Bechuanaland would have to relinquish its political dependence on
Britain if it wishes to enter into a useful (economic as well as political)
relationship with South Africa. As such, it points to the tactics that Dr.
Verwoerd proposes to use with regard to the Protectorates. Stripped of all
the diplomatic language and the neat gestures it amounts to this : the
territories will have to . detach themselves from any alliance-be it
Commonwealth or Pan-African-of which South Africa disapproves, if
they are not to feel the increasing pressure of the Republic's economic hold
over them. In the case of Bechuanaland, the point.was made even clearer
a few- weeks ago by' South Africa's notice that it intends to withdraw its
railway services from that country.
ON THE Sl!BJECTS

THE POSITION
IS the more serious because Britain has apparently made
no attempt to guard against South African pressure, either politically or
economically, on the territories. Indeed, the neglect to which they have
been subjected over the years, leaves them completely defenceless economically, and thus political hostages to be dealt with as the needs of apartheid
determine they should.
Yet it is not too late for Britain to act. What is required is a clear
statement that Britain will provide not only sufficient aid to enable the
territories to develop at least some alternatives to complete reliance on the
RepUblic, and a British guarantee that they will be able to pursue an
independent policy even if this runs counter to South Africa's wishes. By
doing this, Britain will not only secure the future of the Protectorates
against further threats by Dr. Verwoerd. It will establish a situation in
which South Africans, deprived of the opportunity to participate in a
democracy, may at least benefit from the existence of genuine freedom in
the States around its borders.
•
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INTERVIEWED

BY

James
Fairbairn

Q. What in Rhodesia do you consider
to be the fundamental grievances of. the
African people?
A. The grievances of the African people
lie in the shortage of land; this is deliberate to make the Africans economically
dependent on whites. This economic
power is used by the whites to keep
Africans off the voting rolls by manipulating the education system so that education
for whites is free and compulsory and that
for Africans is usually inferior, expensive
and scarce. As education standards for
Africans determine whether or not they
get on to the voters' rolls, the whites have
used their control of the education system
to keep down the number of Africans who
vote.

If political control remained in the
hands of the white minority but there
were land redistribution and greatly improved social services, would .this satisfy
for some time ahead the African people,
most of whom are on the land?
A. Such measures would help, but it
would not take away the right of the
African people to participate in the decisions of government and to satisfy their
right to participate.
Q.

Political consciousness is clearly established in the towns. But is it possible
to demonstrate that rural grievances have
found a political expression?
A.
This may be difficult to demonstrate.
But resistance to the Land Husbandry Act
is, under Southern Rhodesian conditions,
a political act.
Q.

Q. The old African Congress, led by
George Nyandoro, James Chikerema and

JAMES FAIRBAIRN is a regular con-

tributor to the New Statesman, London
and other periodicals.
NELSON SAMKANGE is United Kingdom

Representative of the Zimbabwe African
People's Unil?n .

Joshua Nkomo received a great impetus
by tapping rural discontent before being
banned. How far did political organisation in rural areas extend subsequently?
A.
Before subsequent parties were banned. they had a large number of rural
branches. It is hard to say how far this
went in the remote rural areas, as the
government barred political activity repeatedly in these areas.
To come to the present situationboth ZAPU and ZANU want a constitutional
conference. What are the things that
continue to divide the two parties?
A.
I think the division is mainly on what
is important. ZAPU is concerned with the
question of leadership, which is not our
problem. The liberation of our country
is our problem. Who leads it is immaterial. ZANU lays stress on the removal
of Nkomo.

Q. Mr. ·Bottomley has made it clear that
he will not call a constitutional conference
unless Smith agrees to attend it, which
Smith has made it clear that he will not
do. What is your reaction to this?
A.
I think this is a victory for Smith.
The British Government has agreed that
Smith is stronger than itself, and we are
terribly disappointed. To us it is a matter
of what is just. So the British Government must call a conference if this is just.

Q.

Q. Yet both the leadership of ZANU and
of ZAPU seem to have taken up a pretty
unyielding position with regard to reconciliation. Both sides are determined
that their leadership should be the leadership. This split causes concern to wellwishers abroad of the African cause. Do
you see a realistic basis for reconciliation?
A.
I don't think so. But we are not very
worried about this split because it happens
in all countries. But it has been demonstrated that the people have decided in
favour of the leadership of ZAPU.

Q. One of the things that strikes people
outside Rhodesia is that Africans have
spent a lot of energy fighting each other,
!iometimes physically, instead of the
minority government.
Can this be
prevented?
A. Well, yes. But I'd not like to exaggerate by saying that we have spent most
of our energy by fighting each other. Our
target in ZAPU has been the actual problem of white minority rule but we are sure
that if there were no ZANU all these fights
would not occur. There cannot be two
bulls in one kraal.

Q.
Do you see any way in which a
revised constitution could be introduced
without the possibility of the use of
British troops being faced?
A.
When both sides in RHodesia are
uncompromising there is no alternative to
imposing a new constitution by means of
force, because Africans will resist anything that is not something nearer or like
majority rule.

Would you be prepared to consider a
short period of parity leading to majority
rule provided that guarantees by Commonwealth countries and Britain were
given and there was supervision by the
UN or tM Commonwealth?
A.
Parity assumes racial representation
which we are not prepared to see. We
don't want a constitution which entrenches racial grouping or racial representation. We would rather have either
an all-white. an all-black or a government elected on the principle of one man
one vote. We rule out a period of transition or parity. We are only interested in
majority rule.
Q.

I think one must be prepared to face
the fact that the British government is not
prepared to suspend the constitution and
send in troops unless possibly there was
no stable government within the country.
Do you think that economic pressures
would eventually bring the white community to the point where it will :lccept
constitutional talks?
A.
No we do not have faith in economic
sanctions. Whites in Rhodesia are today
preparing means of overcoming them.
Q. Could not a truce be called while the South Africa, Portugal, Spain and Japan
two groups continue to exist?
and buying a lot of Rhodesian sugar.
A.
There is no question of a truce be- There is nothing to prevent their piling
cause people at home do not reckon that up tobacco in South Africa to cushion the
ZANU exists at all.
('ffects of economic pressures in Rhodesia.
Q.
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This was not the feeling of the
Rhodesian Tobacco Association, most of
whose members are supporters of the
Smith government. They seemed to think
they would be in a very bad position if
economic sanctions were applied.
A.
They are just trying to appeal to the
British government not to do it so as to
increase their markets. We understand
that South Africa is prepared to .help
Rhodesia to the extent of £100,000,000 if
there are sanctions.
Q.

What does it mean for the African
movement if the British government will
not impose a new constitution and economic sanction did not work?
A.
It means that the British government
is saying to the Afrjs,:an people: "You
must resort to some other means. You
have to find your own means of getting
what you want." And this we are prepared to do if the British government is
not prepared to solve its own mess.
Q.

Q.
This would be very difficult; the army
and the police are very well organised, a
great deal of money is spent on "security".
Legally it is almost impossible for
Africans to organise. Have the Africans
the possibility of creating a state of chaos
if they are forced into this?
A.
At the moment it is not really possible
but I would not say that it is impossible.
What is difficult is that we are not in a
position to ask help militarily or any other
wise from any other states. The British
government will see to it that these people
do not come to help us in Rhodesia.

How could the British government do
this?
A.
The British government has the nght
to defend Rhodesia against any aggression. We would therefore prefer the
Rhodesian government to carry on U nilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI)
and take the British government away
from the whole issue. Then if we cannot
manage our own uprising we can ask for
friends to help us.
Q.

Q.
Smith is probably aware of this.
Smith has made it clear that in the event
of a VOI Rhodesia will damage Zambia's
economy. Do you tl'iink that Zambia's
present dependence on the railroad and

imI?orts of coal and goods from Rhodesia,
whIch could also cut off electricity from
Kariba, will prevent her from helping
you?
A.
This is why we think Smith is not
going to .stage a VOl . He is just bluffing.
He knows that a VOI is a direct challenge
to Zambia. Zambia will have to "0 to
war with Rhodesia to protect its int~rests
in Kariba and the railways, for Zambia's
economy would be .in a worse position
than Rhodesia's.
Q. Supposing there is no VOI , Rhodesia
is still in a position to put certain economic pressures on Zambia. They might
do this if they knew that Africans from
your party were using Zambia as a base
for physical action. ls· this seriously
inhibiting the Zambian government in its
support for the African cause in the
South?
A.
Yes. The only way they can help
the .nationalists is financially. And by
puttmg pressure on the British government. Minority rule in Rhodesia creates
uncertainty in Zambia.
Q. It seems to be the hope of the British
government that by keeping some sort of
correspondence
going
between
the
Rhodesian government and itself that they
can say to the Commonwealth Prime
Ministe.rs' conference that they are doing
somethmg. In what way can you enlist
assistance from Commonwealth Prime
Ministers?
A. We would like them, especially the
African members, .t9 demand an explanalion from the British government as to
why the constitutional conference was not
held as was envisaged by the last Commonwealth Prime Ministers' conference,
and to get from the British government
why it does not want to use force if
Smith does not want this. And then we
would ask them to examine their position
within the Commonwealth because one of
the members, Britain, is not prepared to
implement majority rule in one of the
territories.
Q.
If these pressures do not prove effective within the Commonwealth what
practical help do you feel the OAU can
give you?
A.
W~ .expect OAV to give a real fright to
the BntIsh government but if Britain will
not act the OAV will have to do it.
•

Lewis Nkosi
has been appointed
literary editor
of The New African

THE NEW AFRICAN

"I believe I have found the language, I think I
kllow the way." The word's are Tom Wolfe's

but they could issue just as appropriately from
the mouth of Dollar Brand, the South African
jazz pianist who has coined out of many elements and influences a musical language which
is both tender and violent, serious and comic, a
language which periodically reveals the menace
of interior sounds and voices from the midnight
violence of our South African streets recollected in the tranquility of exile.
Tranquility is perhaps a word one should
never use in relation to Dollar Brand, either to
describe a sense~f physical repose, which he
positively lacks, or artistically, to describe a
form or reconcilliation between the private and
the public. He seems to be someone who continually experiences the public world as hostile
and a threat to his private vision; and in turn
his hostility and aggressiveness seems to the
public a little gratuitous. Sometimes listening
to him it has seemed to me that part of the
disturbing violence which comes through his
playing is the necessary result of this inability
to compromise his private self or pay any
attention to the social graces of the public
relations man.
He drifted into London recently, hopefully
home-bound after a three-year sojourn in
Europe. He had played with a Danish string
orchestra in Copenhagen for which he wrote
all the music ; and somehow that big band jazz
sound had given him clues for the next phase
of his musical development. In my house he
was listening to the tapes he brought back
from that "gig" and he was inwardly searching:
"Listen to those whaa! ... whaa! ... sounds.
man!" He was standing up, hands lifted in the
air. The whole brass section of the orchestra
was blaring; and there was Africa in the fierce
tintinnabulation of instruments clashing like
the cries of jungle fauna: "Those are the effects
I want to get into my music. The piano has

HOWARD
LAWRENCE

Jazz
Epistle 5

become too limited for me. I can play it with
my eyes closed." And in order to extend the
limits of his favourite instrument, the piano,
he had hoped to get back to South Africa
where he was to put together a big band of
home musicians. "Then," he said, "I can take
this band on a tour of African states. Ja,
Africa, man! That's the only place where
music is still social. People live music."
in Dover Street, he and
his singing wife, Beaty Benjamin, had their
bags packed and were ready to leave in the
afternoon. I was with them in a radio studio
when the telephone call from Johannesburg
came through freighted with the immeasurable
burden of South African tragedy: apartheid.
As it happened, the tour was being cancelled
because the South African authorities would
not only prevent Dollar Brand from playing
before mixed black and white audiences but
wanted the blacks also segregated into separate
ethnic audiences of Africans, Indians and
Coloureds. Financially, the concert tour would
be a dead loss even before it started, and
understandably the sponsors were pulling out,
thus terminating Dollar's hope of a paid visit
to South Africa. This news, coming at a time
when Dollar Brand was ceaselessly flirting with
the idiom of urban popular music as well as
the melodic colourations of traditional African
music, came as a bombshell. The lunacy of the
official decision was beyond any logic.
Anguished and homeless, finally cut off from
the life-sustaining tradition of native culture,
we all got drunk that night. If Dollar Brand
has suffered loss, South African audienceseven the cultural life of that country~will
sustain greater losses. From Dollar Brand's
minor tragedy can only come growth, for it is
the mark of the adult artist to know and accept
that in a deeper, symbolic sense maturity
means: "You can't Go Home Again".

IN THEIR SMALL FLAT

IF DUSTY SPRINGFIELD'S South African
"mixed audience" fiasco was, as one
newspaper termed it, "a storm that shook
the pop world", then the cancellation of
the Dollar Brand group's tour of South
Africa, after a three -year spell in Europe,
is going to ruin completely the Republic's
jazz scene.
Internationally - acclaimed
pianist
Brand, bassist Johnny Gertze, drummer
Mackay Ntshoko and vocalist Beaty
Benjamin are all nonwhite. They were
scheduled to arrive at Johannesburg's Jan
Smuts airport on 12th March to start a
four-month tour of the RepUblic's main
cities before moving to the United States
to which they have been invited by Duke
Ellington.
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The cancellation of the tour resulted
from the South African Government's
latest apartheid law which prohibits
public entertainment to mixed audiences.
The penalty for infringement is R400 or
one year's imprisonment.
The tour was arranged months before
the promulgation of the new law but
when the law came into effect it was
obvious that the Government would not
issue permits tothe tour sponsors (Union
Artists) allowing the group to play to
mixed-race audiences.
The Dollar Brand trio was left facing
the alternatives. They were: to play to
whites only; to play to non-whites only ;
to play to separate audiences at separate
shows; not to play at all but to come for
a visit home.
THE BAN, COUPLED with the tour's cancellation, focuse s attention on the South
African jazzmen's tendency to brush off
politics with the curt comments, " We are
musicians, not politicians. We are not

To the Ed itors
is somewhat difficult to follow Mr.
Mphahlele's argument (The New African,
March , 1965), especially since he admits that
he does not himself know the answers to the
questions he poses, yet proceeds to issue an
ultimatum (unless 1 have misread him) to the
minority groups which are an integral part of
cosmopolitan Africa.
The warning to people of Indian and European descent who have as yet not assimilated
anything from African culture because they
have turned their faces either to the east or
the west for cultural inspiration is held like the
S JR. -It

°

interested in politics, we are interested in
jazz."
This attitude, and it is an attitude that
is especially dominant among white South
African musicians, that jazzmen, because
they are jazzmen, should have nothin g to
do with politics, has always a mazed me.
All their talk about " the truth , man, the
truth, that's the thing" is never uttered in
honesty otherwise they would face the
truth that jazz has its roots in politicsthe mournful hymns of the slave cottonpickers of America's deep south and
before that in the chants of the Black
people who were kidnapped from the
West Coast of Africa and taken to
America to be sold as slaves.
And if those inaugural facts of jazz are
too ancient for them to c()nsider, then
nearer home, in every session, concert or
private blow and rehearsal, there is the
anger, defiance, aggressiveness, scorn,
curses of the Black musicians. Obviously
their expression, like that 6f any artist, no
matter his medium, if it is at all art, is
influenced by his environment. And the

environment of the South African artist,
no matter, again, the medium, including
jazz, is explosively political. Perhaps it
is because White South African musicians
tend to evade commitment to finding a
solution to this explosive situation, that
they lack the depth and the fire that
marks the music of the Black South
African musician. Perhaps if they faced
the fact that they are committed, as
human beings, to play a role, they will
find depth.

sword of Damocles over their heads.
It would be difficult to draw the line demarcating sincere cultural aspiration and rabid
extreme nationalism, if one were unaware of
Mr. Mphahlele's contribution in the liberatory
struggle of the oppressed people of South
Africa, which is no mean one. On the other
hand many will feel as I do that cultural
differences are not in the least an insurmountable obstacle in the way of a peaceful multiracial coexistence. They are surely no reason
for an assault on the culture of minority racial
groups, nor is such an assault a prerequisite
for the acquisition of a nonracial society. If
I understand what Mr. Mphahlelemeans by the
terms nonracial and multiracial, it does not
necessarily mean that the existing ethnic groups
which comprise part of the population of all

Africa must become integrated culturaUy into
what he describes as an "African way of life".
A contribution to and participation 1II indigenous African culture is desirable for those
who so wish, but let us not be dictatorial about
it. After all , the whole world has for some
time now partaken of our culture ID the
musical sphere, without our having to ram it
down their throats.
I hope that Mr. Mphahlele's warning was
more a friendly intimation than a veiled threat
for it would be tragic indeed if a man of his
calibre and stature would seek to predetermine
the course and fate of minority cultures. After
all, we do not fight one tyranny in order to
substitute for it another which is just as vicious
if not more so.

face these facts
now that white and nonwhite musicians
are prevented by politics from playing to
jazz fans of all races. I hope they realise
that the "truth" they talk about is commitment to one's conscience and that the
real artists, though seldom flag-wavers or
platform screamers, nevertheless play
their part, and can only do this by facing
the facts.
In South Africa the main fact is that
no one can stand aside from politics and
still claim to be honest.
•
1 HOPE THAT THEY WILL

JESOC RAMO
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VERWOERDS
SOUTH AFRICA

At dawn on 1 April 1 965
Frederick John Harris
became the forty-seventh
South African
to be executed for political crimes,
including sabotage and murder.

The

"WE MUST NOT ATTACK the British for not developing the
country; we did not ask them to come and develop the country,
but only to protect it." The speaker was not anti-British and
no sarcasm was intended: if it had been, it would have been lost
on the village audience in dusty Bechuanaland. The protection
has been appreciated, because it has kept the country from
being a Bantustan. But there is a growing resentment that the
development of the Protectorate was almost totally neglected
for so long. The official explanation for the neglect is that
there was the constant possiblity of incorporation by South
Africa. The most important guideline of policy for Bechuanaland (and Basutoland and Swaziland) has always been South
Africa's susceptibilities, and Anglo-South African trade may
have been as much a British concern as relations between
Bechuanaland itself and South Africa. The neglect of development, the banishment of Seretse Khama (the recollection injects
a note of irony into Mr. Gordon Walker's Smethwick defeat)
and the expulsion northwards of some refugees all reflect the
ever-present fear of offending the powerful, watchful and covetous neighbour. Bechuanaland's (the same is true of Basutoland)
poverty emphasises the dependence on South Africa, and as
things are now, the fate of all three Protectorates is closely
bound up with South Africa's.
The Bechuanaland Government expects to collect a total
revenue of £2,054,435 in the 1964-65 fiscal year, from its total
population of 500,000. This means that the Government's
activities are necessarily very limited. In fact, the forecast of
net recurrent expenditure for the current fiscal year is
£3,289,955; it is hoped that the United Kingdom Government
will make up the deficit.
A total of 740 policemen maintain law and order in the
country's 220,000 square miles (the country has no army of its
own, at all). The population density figure makes the task of
keeping the peace (and of keeping out South African kidnappers
and ineendiaries) look a little more daunting than it is, but in
fact 80 % of this peaceful people live in villages, and have cattle

PAT R I C K V A N R ENS BUR G, author of Guilty Land, was
an active Liberal in South Africa and organised the .first consumer boycott of South African goods in Britain before going
to Bechuanaland to found Swaneng School, of which he is the
headmaster.

posts and lands, in a narrow belt on both sides of the railway
line that runs through the south -eastern and central- eastern part
of the Protectorate.
Exports have been averaging about £3,250,000 a year, while
annual imports have been an average quarter million pounds
more, in recent years, but the deferred wages of about 20,000
young men working at anyone time- mainly for short periods
in the gold mines- in South Africa, helps redress the imbalance.
The cattle industry accounts for about 87 % of the total exports;
it alsoeOlploys, either wholly or partially, more than 95 % of
the people:
The cattle population is about 1,500,000, mostly concentrated
in the narrow belt flanking the railway line. The average annual
rainfall in this railway belt is 18 inches; the rain falls in summer
only and almost all of it comes in short and heavy SLOrms, but
in the drought of the last few years, many parts of the railway
be~t have had no rain at all.
Except for short periods after
storms, there is no surface water in this part of the country.
(In fact, the only surface water in Bechuanaland is in the rivers
which mark the various borders- and not always in some of
them- and in the Okavango swamp area.) The people and
cattle of the railway belt rely mainly on boreholes, 100 feet or
more deep, for their water. Provided the rains come, the grasslands of this region yield good natural grazing, but only where
and when boreholes or wells, a few dams or the deep sands of
river beds provide watering points. The areas surrounding or
in reach of water tend to become overstocked and overgrazed,
and badly eroded in consequence. Dam~ and boreholes are
expensive, and are not always technically feasible, and as a
result, there are many extensive, and good, grassiands which
carry no stock at all. Water is also a limiting factor on agriculture and much arable land is unused. And in the last few years
of drought, Bechuanaland has had to import a considerahle
percentage of its maize and sorghum-the staple foods of the
people.
In 1963, a record number of 130,000 head of cattle were
exported, fetching approximately £2,750,000- £21 per head .
The internal sales of cattle are negligible, as most people
generally eat goat's meat. Since 98 % of the people rely on the
cattle industry for their livelihood, it is reasonable to take the
cash value of cattle export earnings as the basis of calculating
per capita cash income-the result is between £5 and £6. Add
to this the results of subsistence farming, rain permitting, the
yields in milk and meat from goats, the seasonable earnings of
mineworkers and farm labourers in South Africa, and an annual
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Coveted Liabi Iity -1
Planning and aid can save
Bechuanaland from capture by Verwoerd

per capita income of £15 would be a liberal estimate.
mineral resources are not
yet known, as the country has not been completely surveyed.
The Rhodesian Selection Trust, surveying under concession, has
found copper near Francistown, but has not disclosed the extent
and quality of the deposits. Because it has found no assured
market, the same company has not yet begun to exploit the soda
ash and salt deposits of the Makarikari pans. There are two
coalfields in the Bamangwato Tribal Territory, near the railway
line, and there is also limestone nearby, but the Government has
not succeeded in interesting mining or cement companies to
exploit these.
Bechuanaland's industry is confined to two small mines, one
maize mill, one tannery, one creamery, one bone meal factory,
one soap factory and the abattoir at Lobatsi.
About 250,000 people-roughly half the population- are
under 25. About 60,000 of these are at school, but in 1964
only 4,000 of them took the primary school leaving examination.
There are 239 primary schools, of which a third offer the full
primary course, seven years long. At the end of 1963, there
were 1,310 teachers in the primary schools, of whom 588 had
no qualifications whatsoever apart from passing the examination at the end of the primary course- equivalent, say, of
Britains 11- plus.
I1-plus.
There are eight secondary schools with a total enrolment of
1,200. Six are Government-aided tribal or mission schools, one
is entirely financed by the Government and the eighth, founded
by my wife and me in January 1963, receives no aid whatever
from the Government despite its enrolment of 150 this year.
In 1962 and 1963, a total of 35 pupils passed the Cambridge
School Certificate " 0" level; including that total, less than 50
matriculants- or equivalent " 0" level passes-had been produced entirely by the Bechuanaland educational system
throughout its history. No school in the country offers the " A"
level course, but the University of Basutoland, Bechuanaland
and Swaziland- situatedi in Bas utoland- accepts the " 0" level
for entry to a four -year degree co urse.

THE FULL EXTENT OF BECHUANALAND'S

BECHUANA LAND IS NOW in the midst of a development plan, for
which an estimated £10,250,000 will be required , over five years,
nearly all from external sources. Forecasts of net recurrent
expendit ure over the same five-year period show that an additional £5 million will be required to meet the annual budget

deficits. As the plan nears its third year, a considerable part of
it has not been implemented according to schedule, because
funds are not available. The plan is modest enough in scope
and aims and has attracted criticism on that score. For
example, in education, the plan envisages six large secondary
schools instead of the seven present grant-aided schools, so that
by the end of 1969 it was hoped that one hundred pupils might
pass the Cambridge School Certificate "0" level examination.
This is hardly an over-ambitious goal, but the £226,393 necessary to implement the first stage oJ the plan has not been
forthcoming.
.'
The development plan provides for a total I)f £2,510,960, over
five years, on infrastructure, £2,956,831 on social services,
£2,377 ,460 on the transfer of Bechuanaland's capital from
Mafeking to Gaberones in the Protectorate, and £2,480,533 on
the productive sector.
The £2,480,533 to be spent on the productive sector includes
£660,075 on livestock improvement, disease control and on
animal husbandry extension work. The sum of £457,343 is
required for agricultural extension work, crop research and soil
conservation. An amount of roughly £1 million is needed for
the establishment of a national develo pment bank. The main
emphasis of expenditure under the plan on the productive sector,
is on the "stimulation of private enterprise".
Money has been borrowed from the International Development Agency for road development under the plan. . Even so,
the roads will still be gravel -topped and there will only be one
tarred stretch, 13 miles long, between the South African border
and Gaberones, the new capital. The plan provides for no
more than a survey of the possible uses of the Okavango
swamps. The Okavango River has an average flow of 9,000
cusecs where it enters North-Western Bechuanaland but most
of this ~ow is arrested by the reeds which choke the river, and
dispersed into the 6.500 square miles of swampland, where it is
subject to a high evaporation rate ; the remaining water is
soaked up in the sand bed of the Botletle River in the wastes of
the Kalahari. In 1959, an Economic Survey Mission reported
the possibility of ma intaining a channel through the sudd -like
reeds and of erecting weirs to prevent the dispersal of water in
the swampland. In this way, a perennial flow might be maintained in the Botletle River, carrying the water to more fertile
areas. And, a subsequent reconnaisance soil survey has-in the
words of the authors of -the development plan- "already indicated certain areas for early agricultural development"; but the
plan is content to provide for a "semi -detailed soil survey" and
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the employment of an irrigation agronomist to do research for
three years.
IN MARCH 1965, Bechuanaland's new constitution came into force
and general elections were held , under universal suffrage, for
self -government. Seretse Khama's BDP won 28 out of 31
electea seats in the Legislative Assembly. Her Majesty's Commissioner for Bechuanaland keeps certain reserve powers, but
the Protectorate is now within easy reach of independence. The
development plan will have made little difference to the "
country's dependence on South Africa. Half of Bechuanaland's
cattle exports go to the Republic and half of the rest are transported through South Africa. All three Protectorates are in
customs union with South Africa and the official currency is
South African money. Some 20,000 young men are working in
South Africa at anyone moment. Bechuanaland imports from

South Africa nearly all of its sugar and flour (producing none
of either), much of its maize and sorghum and most of its
manufactured goods.
Bechuanaland shares nearly its entire border with the whitedominated countries, South Africa or South West Africa and
Rhodesia. There is a common border with Zambia, a few miles
long, but this is in the extreme north and too distant to be used
economically; besides there is no link between this border and
the railway belt of Bechuanaland hundreds of miles away across
arid and undeveloped countryside.
the incorporation of the
Protectorates. To understand, however, specifically, the reasons
for the Verwoerd Government's desire for incorporation, is to
wonder whether the desire is really dead, or only dormant.
[To be concluded

SOUTH AFRICA HAS ALWAYS WANTED

x, on his recent visit to
Britain, spoke at length on the deliberate distortion and wha t he termed image- projection
that takes place in newspapers. On his assassination the point was hammered home by the
world press, certainly the western half of it,
who described him as an "apostle of violence".
This image of the man needs examination and
the things he stood for need to be explained.
Shortly before he went back to the United
States to his death, he told the council of
African Organisation conference and the London School of Economics in London, ~nd
students of Birmingham University the facts
of his stand on the question of violence.
Violence for its own sake was not the philosophy of Mr. X, who had a keen insight into
the many problems facing the nonwhite world.
Among other things he advocated a system of
pooling scientific, technological and administrative ability from among the Coloured peoples
of the world to serve independent Africa, much
as was done by world Jewry in the establishment of Israel.
IRONI CALLY. MALCOLM

COMMENT

RETALIATION WITH VIOLENCE against violent
suppression oJ human dignity is certainly a
doctrine repugnant to many, but how long can
the struggle for emancipation be pursued when.
every constitutional nonviolent manner of
voicing disapproval of tyranny is met with
violence by the disciples of violence? In this
context and in this context alone was Makolm
X an advoc"a te of violence.

Contributions to this brief, regular feature are
invited.

The realisation that humanitarian precepts
do not apply to the countless thousands of
nonwhites who have been and are being
massacred surely justified retaliation in defence
of life by all means possible. On the other
hand, in the eyes of so-called civilised
society, those engaged in a struggle for liberty
are merely barbarous rebels and anything but
human. And this mass of less than humans
who constitute two-thirds of the earth's
population are awakening from their stupor
and they long to assert their manhood.
TIlOUGH MALCOLM x is dead the longing lives
on. The selfsame huinanitarian advocates who
bomb villages and kill hundreds of men,
women and child rebels in the Congo, are not
only engaged in a merciful war of slaughter in
Vietnam but are also engaged on the home
front murdering and lynching their own.
The slaughter at Sharpeville by South
African Police armed with smallarms and
Saracens and now reinforced in the air with
Buccaneers, against the ultra-lethal weapon,
the Pass- book, is a lesson the horde will never
forget. It is most unfortunate that hundreds of
Malcolm X's existing now and yet to be born
are not accorded a lesson in the book of true
human nature and that they are forced to
learn the phonetic alphabet which was apparently so well taught in Kenya.
Perseus wore a magic cap so that the monsters he hunted down might not see him. The
pseudo moralists and humanitarians might do
the same so that the coloureds might not see
them only they should draw their cap well
down over eyes and ears and make believe that
E. o.
•
the horde does not exist.
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Africa and
Slatin Pasha

Marxism

RICHARD HILL

The case for
relevance

'This is a concise ... and well-documented
book on an outstanding man ... a wellobserved and living figure standing at the side
of Gordon, Cromer, Wingate, Eldon Gorst and
others at the height of a great Imperial
experiment.' Financial Times
7 half-lone plales 1 line-map 25s net

The Ethiopians
An Introduction to Country and
People

EDWARD ULLENDORFF
The text has been extensively revised to bring
the material up to date. A review of the
First Edition : ' ... he has collated and
summarized all the relevant material so far
published and added a not inconsiderable
measure of his own researches in linguistic
and historical fields.' The Times
Second edition 30s net

The Congo since
Independence
January 1960-December 1961

CATHERINE HOSKYNS
This book attempts to look at the crisis in the
Congo as a whole, to relate the various
aspects of the problem to each other, and to
make a balanced and objective appraisal.
, ... an interim-definitive study . . . .'
New Slatesman
1 folding line-map 3 diagrams 55s net
(Chathilm House)

Hofmeyr
ALAN PATON
'The complicated, baffling, brilliant man who
was Jan Hofmeyr clearly emerges. The book
throws new and penetrating light on political
developments and intrigues in South Africa
in the crucial decade and a half spanning
the second world war and culminating in
the Nationalist triumph of 1948, when the
curtain descended on the Smuts era.'
Southern Africa
8 half-lone plates 58s net

Oxford University Press

MARTIN

2

LEGASSICK

IN CRITICISING MARXISM in the African context (The New African, Ill, 4, 5) B. D. G . Folson claimed the right to "interpret
history in his own way". No one can deny him such a right.
Presumably though, interpretation implies categorisation, and
this latter will have to be consistent with his empirical material.
While this will impose a first limitation on any interpretation, a
second is imposed by the reason why he wishes to study history.
"Pure" history is a historical mystification: societies have usually
interpreted history to justify their own existence. Where this
does not reduce to myth, it provides an answer to the questions
"how we came to be where we are and what we are today"
(Paul Sweezy). Marxists add prescription to description: by
understanding history man can to some extent shape it, by
add ins his weight in the correct direction. For Africa this would
seem to be a very relevant question. "African history," says
Nkrumah. "can come to guide :;md direct African action . . .
Classically. the great historians have been self-appointed public
prosecutors, accusing on behalf of the past, admonishing on
behalf of the future" (Consciencism, pp. 63-5). Karl Popper
would maintain that valid predictive or descriptive total knowledge of society was impossible, and, perhaps, dangerous to
attempt: its dangers are obvious, but the truly scientific attempt
is only different in degree from the highly successful development of man's power to control his natural environment.
It was Lenin who elaborated the ideas adumbrated by Marx
for "shaping history" into a concrete formula for action. highly
successful in Russia in 1917. That there is no necessary oneto-one correlation between Marxism and a vanguard proletarian
party is shown by the distinctly different action adopted by
other Marxists (such as Mao) in different situations .. and by the
use of vanguard P,arty structures by non - Marxists in other'
countries-African as well as non - African. The structures of
organisation and the methods of social revolution will vary
according to the historical situation with which one is concerned:
socialism can be introduced in African countries by Africans by ,
a conscious shaping of development from the present time, with
a sufficient understanding of the contradictions and dynamics of
their ~nl'it'rie~
That men may. in a group, change society has often been
supposed by critics of Marxism to pose a contradiction: how
can the path of history be "determined" if it can be changed?
But the process is not "changed" : it is hastened or retarded or
deflected. Men. by their actions, as well as by their position in
the historical development of their society. may turn capitalism
into "Well'an: Statislll " 'ur 111111 l(l~usm. but there -an: limits Il)
their action. Other men, in a difTerent position in relation to
the mean ~ of produL·lion . may succeed or fail in a revolutionary
act or may even fail to revolt. At the present state of social
knowledge. the process can be determined generically but not
specifically: a better understanding would both interpret in more
detail past processes and enable more successful conscIous
human action in the future. Whereas "free will" was in the
past determined, in the future determination can be free. The
MARTIN LEGASSICK is lecturing in Physics at the University of
Ghana, Accra. This article is the second of three instalments.
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"freedom" of ignorance is replaced by the freedom of knowledge. This is part of what Marx implied, I think, when he
wrote that in a socialist society man should become "the fully
developed individual ... to which the different social functions
he performs are so many modes of giving scope to his own
natural and acquired powers".
NOR DOES MARXISM, in my view, imply a determined individual
psychology. Man and society are, of course, in symbiotic relationship : indeed defining man (a tool-making, languageemploying being, we are told by prehistorians) defines society:
they are inseparable. But Marxism, being concerned with man's
significant sociological role in history, with how he responds to
the process of history, defines only in a statistical sense, and in
only a sphere of individual human consciousness. Napoleon
may indeed have had a mother-fixation or been dropped on his
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head, but this is iITelevant in an understanding of the processes
of early nineteenth -century Europe. The movement of an individua electron, modern physics tells us, is determinate only
within certain limits, but this does not prevent us from formulating laws of physics which allow the construction of transistors
and the transmission of radio waves. (The analogy is interesting
and could be pursued: the movement of the electron is indeterminate to this degree because the observer--the law fo rmulator
- is a part of the scientific process; similarly we, in formulating
laws of historical process, are ourselves part of this process.)
To return to Africa. What is interesting for Marxi sts in
Africa is to see how relevant in fact the principles of Marxism
are. One can find traditional communal societies, broadly slave
societies and broadly feudal societies in the pre-colonial period .
(A closer analysis would have to take into account , of course,
the differences between them and the modifications introduced
by natural environment, culture-contact and diffusion . The
latter phenomena was not dealt with in great detail by Ma rx,
who was concerned with an area which had for a long time been
unaffected by migrations . The relative influence of internal
evolution and external impact on historical processes, though
highly important, cannot be pursued here.) The process of
imperialism, again, is highly relevant to Africa , if the principles
rather than the details of Lenin's analysis are the criteria. (A
recent book by Michael Barratt Brown, After Imperialism , gives
a modern Marxist view.) In dealing with "dis-imperialism",
Folson has -again missed the point. "Dis-imperialism" is not a
European process: the withdrawal from political control of the
colonial powers was forced by conscious African nationalist
action. That this has not disposed of imperialism , but has
replaced colonialism by neo-colonialism except where consciolls
action has been undertaken, in the form of social revolution, to
prevent this, substantiates the primacy of economic rather than
political change.

"AFRICAN SJCIALlSM" IS BECOMING an increa singly nebulous
term, and recent attempts to illustrate it by an eclectic cullin"
of t~e speec~es and writings of African lea.ders from all over th~
contment, digested and abstracted mto a smgie "ideology", have
not helped to clarify the issue. Both Alexandre and Folson
have introduced this mystification, failing to see the difference
between .its express!on in different countries, a~d failinv.0 try
to explam these differences (and the Ideological attitudes of
African leaders) with reference to the historical cond itions of
each country and the particular relationships iJY1he society
which. eac.h of th~ exponents h.as. If there y~'to be African
SOCIalism It must llldeed be Afncan, as both wnters pomt out,
and it must be formulated in terms of particular situations, but
if it is to be socialism, in the terms of this article, it must be
based on the principles of Marxism. (This is not to say, one
must add for the benefit of the suspicious or confused, that it
must be "aligned": non-alignment is quite compatible with
internal Marxism.) The converse of this is that African
nationalism is ideologically neutral: it may take on different
shades of capitalism or of socialism.
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The Stories
of Two Poets
Under the Portuguese
c%nia/heel

ANTONIO

DE

FIGUEIREDO

CRAVEIRINHA GREW UP in the .
periphery of white Mozambique in
more ways than one. Being a halfcaste
son of a Portuguese father who died
when he was only eight years old, he
was brought up by his mother's family,
in the African suburbs of Louren<;o
. Marques. His literary talent led to his
acceptance among white intellectuals
and for many years he commuted
between the extreme poverty of his
African environment and the prosperous white city. When he became
known abroad and had his poetry published in European countries even the
authorities turned a blind eye to his
Mozambican nationalist views. At 37,
Jose Craveirinha, a co-editor of the
daily newspaper Tribuna, was an expert at writing for the regime's censor,
often succeeding in cloaking the true
meaning of his comments in highly
elaborate language. He was a part of
the political show-case whereby the
Portuguese Government deceives tourists and visiting businessmen, leading
them to believe that Mozambique is an
oasis of multi-racialism in Southern
Africa.
But ultimately Jose Craveirinha, like
so many others, was 'stifleobythe
hypocrisy and mediocrity of Mozam- ,}"it
bique's life under Salazar's rule. At
heart, what animated him was the hope
that the seven million African beasts
of burden would one day break the
chains that the early twentieth -century
form of colonialism imposed upon
them.
Early this year, Craveirinha had his
opportunity. Having fled to Swaziland,
after widespread arrests in Mozambique, he lived free in Mbabane for
over a month.
However, in landlocked Swaziland
his enemies were too near ; his friends
10 0 far away.
When the latter \.ere
closing in to rescue him from Swaz iland , and to brin g him to the big world
outside, it was learned that hi s African
wife and children , his sister - in-law and
her husband , had travelled all the way
from Louren<;o Marques a nd induced
him to return home. They found him
in a moment of great inner conflict.
After all . fo r C ra ~ e i rinha , taking the
road to freedom implied abandoning
,JOSE

his wife and children and facing an
indifferent world, speaking no other
than Portuguese and his native language.
Completely unaware of the
attention his case was receiving in the
international press, he decided to return
to Louren<;o Marques, stating upon
arrival that the PIDE (State Police) had
been very correct and kind. No (t her
news has been forthcoming since he
disappeared behind the iron curtain of
Portuguese colonial secrecy.
JOSE LIMA DE AZEVEDO WAS BORN

m

Benguela, Angola.
Hav.ing showed
great promise as a schoolboy, he was
exceptionally privileged in being offered
a place at ~he Faculty of Medicine of
Oporto University.
Despite his own transcending of the
race barrier, and the prospects of his
medical career, he retained a feeling of
solidarity with the African masses in
Angola. He became a distinguished
poet of a generation of Angolans who
used literature and art to express social
protest. His humble African mother
in the Benguela suburbs was proud of
what she heard of his achievements.
I~_ 1961 ~j'~a de Azey~do, having
decI~ed to break with' conformity,
jQtPW" 0tMr .Apgolan r&bels in fleeing
Portugal." H~-became a lead ing member of M.P.L.A. (Angola's Liberation
Movement) in Accra and was later sent
to Brazil- a former Portuguese colony
with great influence in Portuguese
politics-as their representative.
In April, 1964, during the coup
d'etat which established the present
regime in Brazil, Jose Lima de
Azevedo was arrested together with all
other African students. Since this was
a case where foreign citizens were
suddenly enmeshed in what was essentially a domestic affair, most African
students were later released and left
Brazil.
Lima de Azevedo, however, met with
combined wrath of the Portuguese
diplomatic and PIDE services operating in Brazil, and is still in jail.
There is no doubt that he has met
above all with a callous bureaucratic
indifference on the part of the new
government in Brazil.
Found not
guilty of a charge of "subversion

against Brazil" instead of being released on a plea of "habeas corpus",
he is still detained in a cell only four
square meters in area, together with
four common criminals, at the Maritime Police headquarters in Rio de
Janeiro. Technically he is under "administrative detention" pending a decision by the Brazilian Minister of Justice ,
concerning his expUlsion from the
country. He had pleaded most movingly to be freed to await such a decision; he has complained of ill treatment
and is now a sick man. When last
seen by a visiting Brazilian reporter,
who described his cel~ as filthy, he was
not even allowed to shave, since the
authorities, knowing of his fear of
being extradited to Portugal and thus
handed to PI DE, have taken precautions to avoid his attempting suicide.
He has, moreover. repeatedly appealed
to the Brazilian authorities to expel
him and has had offers of political
asylum from a number of African
countries.
.
His mother, too, has joined in the
protests. Having heard rumours of
her son's plight in her hum hie village
in remote Angola. she ventured to write
to a busy Brazilian State Governor
pleading his intercession and sending
20 escudos (five shillings) to her son
should he need money.
Both the money and the letter were
sent to Lima de Azevedo in jail.
Thanking the (iiQvemor for having
g,iven him an opportunity to "remember,.;cnis mother's goodness", Lima d,e
Azevedo once agqin asked why he was
still imprisoned, si nce "he had never
infringed the laws of Brazil or any
other country, or harmed anyone, anywhere", and. "the only fault of which
he could be accused would be that he
was an Angolan nationalist who hwed
his country and people". His cries
have not yet been heard.
THE STORIES OF THESE two young poets,
one humiliated by surrender and the
other degraded by callous injustice. are
by no means the most cruel in the
Portuguese authorities' record of repression of African Nationalists. Many
others have met with physical torture
or perished in combat, leaving behind
them bereaved parents, widows and
orphans. But there is a quality about
these two stories which reflects subtler
forms of suffering that are a routine
part of the struggle for independence.
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Herrenvolk
History

KEITH

DU TOIT

CHAPTER ONE
GOD PLANTS HIS CHOSEN YOLK AT THE SOUTHERN
TIP OF AFRICA
BEFORE Van Riebeeck there were no human beings in South

Africa. only Bushmen. Hottentots and Bantu. To prove his
peaceful intentions. Van Riebeeck immediately built a fort . He
had just occupied ' the Hottentots' grazing ground when they
treacherously attacked him for no reason at all.
When they were defeated, they fled across the Cape Flats to
Strandfontein. which was a traditionally nonwhite area. Van
Riebeeck then established the first white group area by keeping
all the whites on one side of an almond hedge.
As the gardens did not produce enough grain (local malcontents, stirred up by agitators, bred pigeons who ate up the
corn), Van Riebeeck then established the second great South
African tradition. that of re-zoning nonwhite group areas for
whites and placed the Freeburgers there. However, noticing
that the Hottentots farmed with cattle (because they were lazy
and stupid) the Freeburgers also changed to cattle farming
(because they were hardworking and intelligent enough to see it
was suitable for the country).
was Simon van der Stel. Although many agitators have tried to claim he was Coloured (just
because his mother was black) this is a complete lie. He was a
good Governor. At this time many people immigrated from
Holland, France and Germany. whose blood fused to form the
Boerenasie. Aryan ancestors of the Afrikanervolk .

and white along the Fish ~iver. Now the katlr mind regards
gifts as a sign of weakness. and the only way the British could
stop the kafirs from continually making war was to bring in
immigrants.
SUB - SUB CH APT ER: The 1820 Settlers
this time the kafirs used to invade the colony. Like a tidal
wave of black pagan savagery. the wall of kafir barbarians
would time and time again swoop through the colony like a
flock of locusts. devouring all before it; killing children. burning
and plundering everything. Of course, the God-fearing farmers
never went over the frontier except to retaliate by shooting a few
kafirs and seizing their cattle. Then several thousand English
were settled on the frontier.
Later on, after the kafirs with their simple mind had been
stirred up by the witch-doctors to commit national suicide. Sir
George Grey tried to civilise the kafirs, which is, of course, an
impossible task. although he brought in German immigrants
(which the English stopped). Thus we pay tribute to the part
.
played by the English in South African history.
AT

CHAPTER THREE

THE NEXT PROMINENT GOVERNOR

CHAPTER TWO
THE AFRIKANERYOLK AND THE KAFIR WARS
BETWEEN THE CHRISTIAN WHITES AND
THE BARBARIC BLACKS

this point we mention the causes of kafir opstokery. which
may be divided into three :
(1) Rebellions before 1795- caused by witch-doctors.
(2) Rebellions between 1795 -1917-caused by liberalist British missionaries.
(3) Rebellions after 1917-caused by Communist agitators.
After 1789, many Dutch East India Company officials were
corrupted by revolutionary ideals, and thus the trek - boers
trekked eastwards with their cattle. which played an important
part in the expansion of South Africa. At the same time the
kafirs were trekking westwards with their cattle. which movement was a threat to South Africa. as well as a black imperialistic encroachment on civilisation . ' At this time. too, the
Hottentots were shot out by small-pox.
The kafir barbarian lived a pagan savage existence in dirty
huts, grazing cattle and hunting animals.
The trek -boer, on the contrary. lived a clean. Christian life in
outdoor hartebeeshuisies, grazing cattle and shooting animals
for biltong and Bushmen for fun.
The British governments tried to appease the kafirs by giving
them presents and also admitted that it had to segregate black

AT

THE GREAT TREK

Great. Trek is. t~e most i~portant episode in the history of
South Afnca. ThiS IS the epic saga of the dramatic struggle to
bear the sacred torch of White Western Christian National
Civilization, education and culture and send it forth to shine
among the primitive. savage; pagan, illiterate depths of barbaric
Africa.
At thi.s time the yoke of the British imperialists lay heavy on
the Aftlkanervolk. Liberalist British clerics, above all the
duiwelsseun, Dr. Philip. put ideas into the simple heads of the
formerly .c~)Otented Bantu. They freed the slaves, stopped
masters glvmg kafirs a sound thrashing every now and then (this
rule especially had a bad effect on the minds of the kafirs) and
encouraged them to think up imaginary grievances against their
masters.
The wo~st was w?~n the British. imperialists, following the old
South Afncan .tradltlon of re-zonmg all good nonwhite grazing
ground for whites. were persuaded by the liberalist missionaries
that they should allow the kafirs to stay in the lands west of the
Kei River. Their trials and tribulations now lay too heavy on
the Afrikanervolk.
THE

proclaimed that God would guide
the Voortrekkers to find their separate freedom in their own
gr<?~p area, where they would be out of the grasp of the ungodly
BntIsh.
At this time too, missionaries, with a few English traders in
Natal and elsewhere. were already at work poisoning the minds
of the kafirs against the Boers.
Potgieter was attacked by the Matabele for no reason at all.
As retaliation he chased them out of the land between the
THEN PI ET RETIEF'S MANIFESTO
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Orange and the Vaal, in a ten-year war. The Trekkers therefore
settled in empty land and did not deprive any Bantu of their
land.
Now comes the most ghastly incident in the annals of the
country. The wily Zulu despot, Dingaan, whose impis caused
a reign of terror, set a new height for treachery, even for a kafir,
when he murdered Retief after granting him land. This completely unprovoked attack came just after Potgieter had hanged
Dingaan's kafir ambassador, and chief Sikoyela had been
roughed up. His cunning attack on the rest of the trekkers was
then beaten off.
The trekkers swore vengeance. The Almighty was on their
side, and at Blood River the kafirs had the fear of God put into
them. The fleeing survivors were put in their place. This saved
white civilisation in Southern Africa from being submerged in
the darkness of the pagan hordes.
[We do not refer much to Italeni, or Isandlwana, as the kafirs
won those battles, and such a state of affairs is obviously contrary to the will of the Almighty and Providence.]

his love for power and his hatred for Kruger. His one good
point was that he also understood the place ordained for the
kafir, and thus destroyed the power of the Matabele.
Rhodes got the British to annex Bechuanaland, Rhodesia,
Zululand, Stellaland and Goshen . This was an imperialist
encirclement of the Transvaal.
Kruger annexed Swaziland and tried to annex Kosi Bay, St.
Lucia Bay, Stellaland, Delagoa Bay, Goshen, Rhodesia and
Bechuanaland. These· were attempts to reach the sea.
When diamonds were di scovered which rightfully belonged to
the Orange Free State, Rhodes and the British put the kafir Kok
up to claiming they were his.
After gold was discovered on the Rand, many were the ungodly eyes and scheming minds trying to cheat the trekkers of
what was rightfully theirs. Rhodes tried a railway war, but was
defeated when the far-sighted Kruger laid a line to Louren~o
Marques.
thousands of lIitlanders, rooineks, kafirs and Jews
were swamping the Republiek in their search for gold. Coolies
(which the English imported-as if we haven't enough nonwhites
already) started to breed like flies and became a- terrible problem, but the Free State passed a law in time to prevent itself
from being contaminated with these wily Oriental loafers.
In 1895, the uitlanders having been stirred up, Jameson tried
to overthrow the Republiek government by armed force. But
the uitlanders were too cowardly, and , with the aid of the Almighty, Jameson soon surrendered to the forces of the Republiek. The ever-merciful Kruger granted them clemency.
But the arch-imperialist Milner wanted war, and in 1899 the
Boers attacked the British in self -defence. With the Lord's aid.
the greatly outnumbered Boer forces won the ordained victories
of Magersfontein , Stormberg, Colenso and Spionkop. while
Mafeking, Ladysmith and Kimberley were besieged. We, of
course. do not have to study such minor details as to who won
the war. Kruger went by battleship to Switzerland, while the
Boers carried on guerilla warfare.
After two years the British gave up the struggle and signed
the Treaty of Vereeniging. Smuts did his one good deed when
he shrewdly made sure the kafirs were not given any votes. At
Union kafirs were prevented from becoming M.P.s (which would
only have confused them).
AT THIS TIME

CHAPTER FOUR
THE

AFRIKANER REPUBLIEKE AND THE TRIUMPH
OVER BRITISH LIBERALIST IMPERIALISM

British, always eager to appease the kafirs, signed a treaty
with Waterboer and Kok. This made Kok cheeky and he
arrested a white man. The British, ever ready to harass and
thwart the trekkers, supported the right of a kafir to arrest a
white man.
It was at this time that the most wily and scheming kafir of
all, Moshesh, formed an alliance of the Basuto, Xhosa and
Batlapin, in order to stir up trouble.
The Voortrekkers formed an alliance of Winburg, Natalia
and Potchestroom in order to preserve peace and civilisation.
Moshesh is regarded as the least evil of the kafirs as he
humiliated the British (even though they are whites) and helped
the miss ionaries (even though they were liberalists). He stirred
up trouble and when the Boers were about to defeat-- him he
cunn ingly managed to get the British to annex him instead.
The British imperial ist Carnarvon annexed the Transvaal.
After politely waiting for the British to crush the Zulu rebels
back into the place the Almighty had ordained for them, the
Boers won the tremendous victories of Bronkhorst Spruit,
Laing's Nek, Ingogo and Majuba, when the British were utterly
defeated. The Lord was on our side (as always). The British
surrendered to the much smaller Boer fo rces and signed a treaty
in 1884.
Thus had the Lord saved the Orange Free State and the South
African R epubleke fro m the forces of evil.
THE

C HAPTER F IVE
THE GROWTH OF B RITI SH L IBERALIST
CO L ONIALISM AND IMP E R IALI ST CAPITALISM

all the arrogant, money -greedy, ruthless British imperiali sts.
none was worse than Cecil Rhodes. He was eve n worse than
the Jew-capitalists. His love for money was only exceeded by

OF

CONCLUSION

Since the Second World War. when the world so wrongly
rejected all the good in Hitler's ideas, great restlessness has been
caused by the new, dangerous and indeed ungodly idea of treating coolies and · even kafirs like human beings. This has made
them start thinking and acting like human beings. It is South
Africa's duty to remain the bastion of the white man and
Western civilisation until the day when the West CQmes to its
•
senses and stops appeasing black Communist imperialism.

40
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JULIAN

BEINART

A TALE OF TWO CITIES
this is a tale of two cities.
Both are Johannesburg. One city is
JHBG I and in it live people of all colours,
very rich and very poor. The other city
is JHBG 2 and in it all are of one colour,
all poor.
JHBG 1 is like most cities: half a million
people on 90 sprawling square miles,
neonlight dense in the centre, streetIight
thin on the outside. JHBG 2 is unlike any
other city : half a million people on 26
square miles of dark sameness, 28 people
on every acre for 17,000 acres.
Our twin cities are Siamese twins but
unlike other twin cities who hold hands,
often across a river, our cities shun each
other across a mile of minedump space.
Interchange is one-sided. All the people
of JHBG 2 cross the gap because they need
and want to come to JHBG 1. Perhaps
5 % of JHBG I-bona fide inquisitives and
functionaries armed with permits-return
the visits.
This is our Johannesburg. No use
giving one of the cities another name and
forgetting about it. It is still there, not
an exurb, not a suburb, but a city, a dormitory, asleep. These are our cities.
Apart each dies its own kind of death;
one day together again, who knows what
it will be?

TO BEGIN WITH,

the story of a community.
Once upon a time Johannesburg was one
city and the community of our story was
five miies from the city's centre. Unlike
its ugly brothers and sisters it had '1 dull
name: Western Native Township.
Inside its iron wall, 2,000 huuses
packed eight feet apart. In this grid -iron

THIS IS ALSO

BEl N ART, architect, town
planner and lecturer at the University
of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg,
will later be taking up the new chair of
town planning in the University of
Cape Town. This article previously
appeared in the magazine of the architectural faculty of the University of tl;e
Witwatersrand. The subject formed
part of a small exhibition at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, Lonaon,
and was examined in March by the
cultural programme Monitor on television in Britain.

J U L I AN
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& the story of a community
camp, each house had two rooms and an
open porch: 400 sq. ft. for a family.
Houses were born and then rented with
no floors, no ceilings, no plaster, no
fences, no gardens, no waterborn sewage,
no water supply, no electricity.
But people came and liked living there.
It was near town and that was most important to them. It was cheap and transport was easy. It was near many kinds
of shops, a hospital, cinemas, a swimming
pool- near also to shebeens and Sophiatown. It was small and they could walk
in it.
And because they liked being there,
they made it a better place in which to be.
They built gardens with trees, pergolas,
hedges and courtyards. They built gates
to announce the enttances and numbers
of their houses. And they changed their
houses. To make more space they enclosed the open porch and in doing so,
produced solid far;ades facing the street,

each 22ft. by 7ft. high. And then to make
their houses more beautiful they decorated
these street-facing rectangles. Someone
started and soon many were doing it.
Families of decorations appeared: rising
suns, circular blobs, indented rectangles,
razor blades, diamonds, quoins. And
eccentric shapes as well: smiling faces,
trees of life. Colours of every kind, textures rough as gravel, others smooth as
plaster.
'
And to keep their world this way they
organised themselves. Ways of controlling the young, of stopping the dirtying
of streets. Organisations for amusement,
political parties, shebeens, stokfels, St.
John's brigade.
Given the pall of an army camp, they
gave it a smiling face. Each man was
himself and so each house was itself.
Each street was a collection of individuals,
variations on a basic rectangle order.
Slums occur when pressure to capitulate

is greater than resistance to improve.
Then people turn away, inwards, and their
houses turn away with them. WNT was a
Its people
community of resistance.
looked upwards, and their houses looked
outwards. For forty years they smiled at
each other, house to house, and house to
people. And then the people were moved
away and the community died.

was a place of understanding, cohesion. That is \vhy we used to call it
Thulandis villr:". The city council
lIsed to respond without delay to the
pleas atld demands WNT residents
made . It is because of this that WNT
earned itsel f this name, which literally
means "O.K. I heard you". We had all
the things any community could wam
- a library, shopping centre, community hall, playgrounds and sportsfield
and our fa mous real avenue- " Roberts
A venue" flanked by trees- it was a
fa vourite for lovers, especially on
Sunday ajtemoolls.
The place was small enough to allow and
encourage visiting, a thing that has
disappeared here in MOI·oka. WNT was
o fine place. We were a happy al/d
rribeless community. We were happily
mixed- Zulus, Xhosas , Sotho, Tswana
- the lot. To crown it all we got on

very well with Chinese and Coloured
in Newclare , where we used to do m ost
of our shopping. For instance I got
married to a man from Nyasaland.
My daughter got married to a Zulu .
That's WNT. Today we are separated .
There is ethnic grouping.
W N T was a lovely place.
The beer hall
was not far fro m the location and the
beer used· to sell like hot cak es. M y
friends were within easy reach. So
was town.
I came to Johannesburg in 1929. I had
lived in a big house with all the amen ities one can think of. W hen I landed
in Joh burg I got the shock of m y life.
I could not understand how people
co uld live, sleep and eat in the same
hOllse. But after 33 years I suppose I
am used to it now. Since the m ajority
of the peo ple have left WNT all that is
gone. T hese were gay peo ple. They
were tidy as well. Today, WNT is filth y.
The coloureds do not k now what the

drain has to be lIsed for. They litter
and garbage the streets. Oh, such filth.'
I think of a butterfly when I look at
m y design. It's a beauty .
It will be a sort of heirloom . We would
like to pass it from generation to
ge nerat ion.
The neighbours used to call at mv house
to find out where I had got the bright
idea- design. But I did not tell them
- I did not want them to copy flO111
me. They admired the pattern.
I wanted to be different from the other
people ill WNT. III addition, I liked
the design.
No w the design makes me think of tombstones and graveyards. It is a memorial now because WNT is dead.
No one in WNT had used the colour C0111binaton I wanted to use. In fact, I
saw the colour combination on a
kiddie's house- a doll hOllse.
The book in which I saw the design was
brought home by my husband, who

W NT

00

come back to the tale of our
two cities. For two cities meant the death
of one community: its resistance, its face
and its smiles. Communities are valuable,
as valuable as life. Shall we always have
cities which destroy communities or shall
we construct communities and so build
cities?
AND SO WE

Born 1920

WNT

RI ·P

Died 1962
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",'orks at Whitehall Court, Killarney.
Actually the designs were holes in all
II110ccupied house as depicted in that
magazine. The house, we thought, was
incomplete hecause the scaffolding was
still there.
It just came. I did not even think about
it. I thought about it when it had
already heen done.
It reminds me of happiness, because it
made my house attractive and it meant
and stood for what I could do. I
wanted a rough texture from the stonework because I believed the stone
would hold the soil tORether, and make
the wall withstand rain and scourging
sun rays.
As a young girl my mother taught me
various tribal (fesiglls . . . my mother
believed that it was all indispensable
facet of my broader education. It has
I/O significant meaning for me.
It is
merely decorative.
The desiRII had a diamond -shaped motif.
In order to have more space, the
verandah was converted into a kitchen.
The greater portion of the extension
The
consisted of corrugated iron.
material was bought at a second -hand
building material dealer in Sophiatown. A bove the corrugated structure
was a window which occupied the
central position. Because of the smallness of the kitchen. ventilation was a
real problem. To solve this problem.
thin pieces of wood were used horizontally and vertically above the corru gated iron base. A willdow would
have been cumbersome and inconvenient for passers- by-the kitchell and
street were separated by a fence.
Therefore. cunvas which could be
folded and unfolded- like those you
find 'in shop dressing windows- was
used. There were three sllch canvases.
The central position- "the .vindow"had a piece of canvas just above. und
the two ventilated areas sandwiching
the "window" also had strips of canvas.
The three strips of canvas had three
different colours-blue. white and red.
The ventilation area was painted red
and the diamond shapes built int,-, it
were painted white.
I saw these designs from a neighbour
about fOllr or six houses away in WNT .

. The front view is important. If we decorated the other walls passers-by would
not be able to see the decorations.
We did not have money for interior
decoration. Besides . it was not customary to decorate inside walls.
The design reminds me of two things:
cyprus trees and the insignia of a
diamond card.
The block of houses in which I live drew
a lot from my designs. They asked
the Xhosa man who did mv wall to
decorate theirs as well.
used to
call the decorator "Nyoza" as we did
not know his real name. Poor thing
- dead now.
The houses were the same in wNT-shape
and size. I wanted mine to be different.
This would leave my children with a
memory of the house ill which thev
were born.
.
The builder wanted me to accept a desigy /
with a sunrise motif but I declined/ f
wanted something different alld silnple.
When he showed me his s;disequent
design, I accepted. I can't say how
much I paid for the front wall design.
The builder charRed me £22 for plastering the walls, interior and exterior, and
for the design.
The design meant nothing. I did not
want it to have a meaning. I just felt
like doing it.
Today the design reminds me of all the
money I spent on it.
Today the design reminds me of a place
I had come to call my home: and it
Rives me a deep longing for my friends.
The circle is a typical Europeall art form.
They will like Ollr home design for this
reason. Many things the whites do are
based on the shape of a circle. The
ash-tray you are now using, the wheel.
the watch.
The design reminds me of a Christmas
tree. But when lookng at it now. I
think of a tombstone.
The neighbours liked the design. but they
wanted to beat me. They wanted to
produce something better than what I
had done.
The design reminds me of my brother.
who is pretty scarce these days. I
haven't seen him for three years.
The design makes me appreciate the
beauty of art.
•

We
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Trade and
Sympathy
The Canadians
against Apartheid

F.

URQUHART

along their continent-wide southern
border, the Canadians are more involved with their relationship
with the United States, its 200 millions (more than 10 times
their 19 millions), and its dominating way of life, than with that
world even newer than their own~the emerging independent
states of Africa and the East.
To a South African the Canadians' lack of concern for events
in South Africa is disappointing: South Africa is a very long
way away, and a feeling of joint responsibility for South Africa
does not seem to have been formed in the Canadians by their
Commonwealth or United Nations experience. Out span oranges,
K.W.V. wine, fish meal, even corn starch, and much more, flow
into Canada from South African ports, and $50 millions worth
of lumber, plus newsprint and lesser products, go the other way.
The relationship does not go much deeper. In the Department
of External Affairs, a posting to South Africa is considered a
piece of rotten bad luck, more likely to fall to a bachelor, who
won't have the excuses of a family man to get out of the
assignment.
Canadians are remote even from the present concerns of
England, since the United States is their culturally, economically
dominant big brother, not Western Europe. There is cause for
involvement in the affairs of Europe through Canada's role in
NA TO, and there is a rather detached interest in the Commonwealth, when the Prime Ministers' conference comes round, if
not so much at other times. But South Africa~a theme for
regret, sympathy, and a rapid change of subject.
WITH A GIANT NEIGHBOUR

NOT THAT CANADIANS ARE UNA WARE of the situation, or unfearful
of the consequences of apartheid. Everyone will tell you that
the ordinary Canadian man in the street has a clear knowledge
that apartheid is wrong, and that Canada should side with those
nations trying to do something to set the country to rights. Why
otherwise should the then Prime Minister, Mr. John C. Diefenbaker, leader of the Conservative Party, have joined Ghana.
Nigeria, India, Pakistan and the other Commonwealth countries
of Africa and the East in opposing South Africa in the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' conference in 1961, and causing
Dr. Verwoerd to withdraw South Africa's membership? Mr.
Eric Louw's disgusted references at this time to the machinations
of the " Afro-Asian-Canadian bloc" gave momentary life to a
new nonracial political line-up which was most cheering to the
hard-pressed campaigners for nonracialism in South Africa.
In the 1964 conference, Mr. Lester Pears on warmed the hearts
of Canadians by his important role in drafting the key sentences
of the final communique, dealing with race relations. "Mike"
Pearson, the Liberal Prime Minister, recently returned to power
after six years of unexpected Conservative rule, represents the
best in Canada's rational , intelligent, liberal and humane attitude
to politics both national and international. Yet this very
liberal ity of thought and policy causes great disappointment to
those who would look to Canada for a sterner front again st
apartheid. Canadians themselves volunteer the excuse which

F . URQUHART

Canada.

is a South African publisher who recently visited

has so long been hurled at Britain by the Afrikaner Nationalists:
if we had a black population of comparable size we would
probably behave as the whites do in South Africa, they say. Or,
look what we did to the Indians~how can we tell others what
to do? Or even, look at the Civil Rights problem in the States;
where the Negro numbers are so small-the South African
situation could hardly be otherwise.
POLICY - MAKERS, CONSEQUENTLY, though they have the clear view
of the electorate to keep before them, that apartheid is wrong,
are not impelled to institute action in the diplomatic field,
because of this self-effacing charitableness of the Canadians.
In other words, they could not lay down policy which would
conciliate the White supremacists too markedly, even if very
great trade benefits were to result to Canada; yet they are not
required to lead Canada into a forward position in the Cold
War against South Africa. Their position is noticeably similar
to that of the liberal-minded South African industrialist who
will support the Progressive Party with money and even with
his name, yet who constantly seeks to evade responsibility for
action by adopting new theories assuring him that apartheid can
be got rid of painlessly.
"We played around with partition for a while," I was told,
but, with a mocking tone, "we were told it was a dirty word and
anything short of full multi-racialism was not respectable."
What they are playing around with now is the OppenheimerHobart Houghton tactic about letting economic expansion make
a dead letter of apartheid. It was nice to know that the policymakers were aware that the electorate disapproved of apartheid:
they didn't seem to do so very feelingly themselves. There was
a certain regret that they couldn't play around with the Bantustans, and I was even told not to forget the question of the
White man's survival in Africa.
BUT THIS IS THE WAY OF POLITICS, and my friend who played
around with partition and the rest is probably not typical of the
group of Canadians who think about Africa and are personally
involved with their country's attitude to Dr. Verwoerd's regime
in the south. The Canadians seem a highly moral, religious
people; certainly in day-to-day conduct across the counter or at
the street corner, they are courteous, relaxed and friendly in a
way that has been forgotten by tense and unhappy white South
Africa. They have come down fair and square against discrimination, and a moral attitude on this issue is to be found at
all levels.
They have their own race relations problem, though it is not
complicated by the colour factor. The six million French
Canadians are resentful of the power and position of the rest,
and from the confinement of their beautiful province of Quebec,
which they find it hard to leave, they call for separatism, over a
front ranging from the violent extremism of the young men
whose acts of sabotage echoed round the world a few months
back, to the group of French M.P.s who ceaselessly assert the
rights of Quebec- and of the other nine provinces-over the
hated machine of Federalism, so largely driven by English
Canadian operators.
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Hearteningly, the response of English Canadians seems to be
more one of seeking the cause of French disaffection-" Whcre
did we go wrong?"- than of counter aggressiveness and malice
on the Boer-British pattern in South Africa.
English Canadians still hold primitive views about their
French Canadian fellow-countrymen , especially if they do not
live among them. A television street interviewer in Vancouver,
2,000 miles west of the French cities and farmlands of Quebec,
asked a dozen passers -by the Canadian form of an old South
African teaser: "Would you like your sister to marry a French
Canadian?" The eight who said "yes" or "no objection" mostly
gave answers which showed their awareness of the world-wide
issue of inter-racial harmony-"people are all the same; you

shouldn't discriminate", " we've all got to live together, let's get
on with it". The four who said "no"-"they're uncivilised .. .
rough and tough", " she'd have to adopt their religion, I wouldn't
like that", " maybe in a few generations when they have advanced to our level", " people should stick to their own kind, I'm
against this mixing, people are best off with their own"-showed
a frankness which the raw, taut atmosphere in South Africa
would not allow.
THIS POINTS TO GROWN-UP ATTITUDES on the part of ordinary
Canadians to the question of inter-race relations. For another
thing, the floods of immigrants since the end of the First World
War have not challenged the Canadian Government to "canadianise" the offspring of the immigrants in one generation. This
has partly been a defence mechanism against the all-American
mass-produced product of large-scale immigration to the United
States. The U.S. produces an American in one' generation.
Canada produces a Belgian Canadian, an Italian Canadian, a
Portuguese Canadian. celebrating annually with a get-together
with his former European compatriots and their relations. aware
of his distant origin, with a proper pride in its traditions, yet
first, foremost and all the time a Canadian. The colour factor
is admittedly almost absent: a few thousand Negroes, some
Chinese, the disappearing American Indian (the difference here
is cultural rather than of colour). Yet the Department of
Immigration is letting in a quota of British West Indians, mainly
for labouring and domestic work, despite a considerable unemployment problem in Canada.
Though the Press has reported the snubbing of two Ghanaian
visitors at a Halifax, Nova Scotia, hotel, where they were refused
accommodation-"they said the hotel was full but it was because we were black"- a visitor's impression is of almost
absolute absence of colour bars in such places. Montreal's
Mount Royal-Sheraton Hotel over a recent long weekend
accommodated what looked like more than a hundred Negro
guests from the U.S., mostly on a convention visiting a Catholic
shrine, and in streets and cafes parties of Negro tourists were
ev~rywhere to be seen. Perhaps this seemed to them a more
peaceful place than home.

place than home, and more so if
home is South Africa. "What can we do to help?" is the
inevitable difficult question put by sympathetic Canadians
everywhere. Freedom forces in South Africa must ponder this.
Here are an adult and a virtuous people, aware of our problem,
decided on the rights and wrongs of it, only holding back from
a stronger identification with the OAU and Asian attack on
apartheid by their feeling of remoteness, and for lack of encouragement. This is not to overlook the vital trade factor.
Somehow the latent force of mass Canadian feeling against
apartheid must be harnessed, the politicians impelled thereby to
take a stronger stand in the U.N., and in Canada's direct relationship with South Africa. An " Afro-Asian-Canadian bloc"
would bring inestimable benefit to the freedom forces in South
Africa, and to the cause of nonracialism in international affairs .
INDEED IT IS A MORE PEACEFUL

A Y oruba equestrian figure in polychrome wood
from Dahomey. It is one of some 180 photographs
which illustrate a collection of African Folktales
and Sculpture chosen by the late Paul Radin and
lames lohnson Sweeney. (Seeker & Warburg.
London, £5.5.0.)

•
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J will say a word

LAST OF
THE PROUD ONES
CHRrsTINE
AMA ATA AIDO

ADVERTISEMENT

RON AYLING

There was a poem in last night's "Daily Mail";
Dense and obscure, full of oblique shafts
Of wisdom, an indirect approachHims of hell not statements of belief.
Perhaps it had too clipped a styleElliptical to excess. But, at least
Relevant to the world we live in,
It spoke of disease and of health:
The state of the country, the law of the land,
Choice cattle but a sick and peevish soil.
"For Sale. Pure-bred Lincoln Red,
Shorthorn bulls. Off redwater,
Heartwater, gallsick veld."
I see horror hiding in the cool pools;
Danger lurking, abrasive, in the grass;
Subterranean menace in parturient earth.
Death waits to cheat the drooling mouth;
Agony to rot the hardest hoof.
Who could have guessed the canker in the clay,
Poison beneath the sun-tanned skin,
Or squalor in a prosperous land?
Look to the roots, the roots!
Topsoil may give a false
Lie to the land; but taproots record
The season's soiled promise.
Quick! Goad the gallsick
Soil. Burn the chaff;
Cauterize the earth.
Plough fresh furrows
In long familiar land.
After the upheaval, broken tubers shine
White like worms-but less useful.
The sap flows: grass alld weeds,
Indiscriminate, grow. Ticks fall from flesh
Replete. No new season
Will banish ticks or weeds
Without hard work and thought ,
Baptismal dip and spray, careful
Husbandry and love.
But, first , the dangers must be known
And countered, and then the seeds be SOWII.

A little word
That passing
Through these toothless jaws
Trembles
And like water
Bubbling out a bamboo
Comes rushing
Forceful
Meaningless.
You sneer, little thing?
Youth, do not lift your brows
Nor raise those lids
And curl your mouth
For 1 will notThough 1 want toTalk of the good old days.
But what will you have me do
With bread and cheese?
Cheese, hah!
This stuff you say
Comes from milk
But reeks, reeks
The odour of stinking fish.
There were plantains
And yams
Meat from rams
And . ..
But I will not talk of the good old days
Whell there were rains.
Child, bring me oil
To rub these dry, patched sticks
That once
Were my legs ...
(I shiver \vith the wind
The harmattan this year
Has raged too long:)
... And come, take away
Your breads and cheeses
A little while and I'll faint
Faint to look at them:
Though I want to go
I'll hate a shove from such
As these.
I will sit here with my stick,
Watchillg the {ire
No olle lIeedsAlld when its last flicker is gOl/e.
I too, with cold al/d hunger
And my Pride
'vIay go
There
Where
Is I/either bread nor cheese.
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ANSPRENGER

"Despite its efforts. communism is not readily able to
capture the revolutionary forces in Africa. to canalise them
for its own purposes. Why? . .. One cause among several
is to be found in the disadvantageous heritage of past communist policies: the wooing of Africa initiated since the
death of Stalin is. after all. not th.e first offensive in this
direction. A number of politically conscious Africans of
the older generation have their experiences with communism ah'eady behind them. and it is not without interest to
glance briefly at the personality of some of these Africans."
-AFRICAN PROFILES I-The New African. July 1964.

it is too early for this chapter to be written
now; but at least attention can be drawn to the gaps that remain.
When one day the time does come for it to be written. it is
likely to give the most interesting clues to the first encounter
between Africa-black Africa-and communism. Unfortunately.
the historian needs sources in order to write history. George
Padmore's personal papers are not (let us hope not yet!) at
disposal for research; the periodical Negro Worker he edited in
Hamburg. 1930-33. is very difficult to get hold of; official communist publications treat Pad more as non-existent (in the twovolume standard work by Potekhin and Olderogge. The Peoples
of Africa. his name is not mentioned). Thus we are mainly
dependent on Padmore's own statements in his book PanAfricanism or Communism? (1956). to which a short note from
the pen of the French left-wing socialist Daniel Guerin in Au
Service des Colonies may serve as introduction. It was written
in the year 1939:
PROPERLY SPEAKING.

"George Padmore . . . is a man of wide Marxist learning and unusual
intelligence. For a long time he was a high-ranking official of the Third
International. from which he was excluded when Stalin sought the
friendship of lhe Western countries. In close association with our
friends of the Independent Labour Party, and with all Negro liberation
movements throughout the world , he continued the anti-imperialist
fight:'

Padmore. born in 1903 as the son of a scientist in Trinidad.
carried on this fight. as he understood it. until his death in
London on September 23rd. 1959. From the time of the fifth
Pan-African congress in Manchester (March. 1945). organised
by himself and Kwame Nkrumah. he stood as political and
ideological adviser at the side of the man who was to become
the "Osagyefo" of Ghana.
Pad more himself tells us that he studied colonial problems at
the University for Workingmen of the East (KUTV) in Moscow
in the year 1930. that at that time he was a member of the
Moscow town Soviet, that in the following years he published
the Negro Worker in Hamburg and was chairman of the Negro
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African Profiles was published in The New African, July
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Bureau of the Red International of Labour Unions (RILUProfintern). He must also have co-operated- and. indeed.
worked well- with Miinzenberg's League against Imperialism,
for he sings Miinzen~erg ' s praises :
"After a ll hi s ye a rs in 'the service of communism . MUnzenberg broke
with the Russians wh e n Stalin signed his pact with Hitler. Some say he
was murdered by th e G estapo. othe rs say GPU agents. I just don't
know. One fact I know : th e colonia l peo pl es lost a sympathetic friend
in this likable German. "

If Pad more was spared Miinzenberg's fate. he did share his
political disenchantment, the opportunism practised by Stalin in
the interest of Russian national goals had several years earlier
estranged Pad more from the ranks of the Communist International. Padmore merely hints at what happened. In 1933 he
was still marched off as a communist into a Hamburg Gestapo
gaol ; he then. presumably. got away to England. In 1935 a
number of Africans living in London attempted to organise
international aid for Ethiopia. then under attack from Mussolini;
at the time. as is known. Stalin supplied the Italians with
Russian oil! Pad more mentions these inter-relationships and
continues:
"About the same time, the International Trade Union Committee of
Negro Workers, with which I was associated as secretary, was liquidated ,
in keeping with the pro- League of Nations orientation in Soviet foreign
policy."

Probably it was at that moment, when Stalin stopped the
whole anti -imperialist campaign in order to endear himself to
England and France, that Pad more's bond with the communists
finally broke.
This was more than disagreement on tactics: we need only
look through Pan-Africanism or Communism? to find the judgments passed by Pad more on communism hardened through
experience; they are in exactly the same vein as the FLN criticism of the PCA. Here. for example. is his comment on the
communist manoeuvre to render ineffectual the non -communist
members of the executive of the "League against Imperialism":
"This is typical communist behaviour. They do not believe in permanent co-operation. Their object is to use their allies to advance the
party line at a given time. Alliances. therefore, are temporary; and if
their allies prove unmalleable. the communists find ways and means of
disrupting the brief united front" (p. 326). "Doctrinaire Marxism, especially as it is propagated by the British communists ... has no particular appeal for colonial nationalists. No self-respecting African
wishes to exchange his British masters for Russian ones" (p. 339).

It is precisely this simple choice of alternatives. which-he
thought-Europe wants -to force on the colonised peoples. that
Padmore repudiated:
"One must be either a communist or an anti-communist. This is
typical white man's thinking. whether of the left or right. And it is here
that the European makes his greatest psychological mistake. He fails
to realise that one of the first reactions of politically awakened selfrespecting coloured leaders is the desire to be mentally free from the
dication of Europeans, regardless of their ideology" (p. 342).

What Pad more proclaims here as the highest criterion for his
political thinking cannot be simply written off as "racial arrogance". A trained Marxist will not fall out with the communist
party simply because his black skin is dearer to him than
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ideology. He repudiated the doctrines of the European communists and the nothing-but-anti'"'communists, not because they
sprang from "white" minds, but simply because they are false.
because they do not apply to the modern world.
the same decision in the 1930s as
twenty years later. his French-speaking compatriot, Aime
Cesaire, deputy for Martinique in the Paris National Assembly,
who explained in Lettre a Maurice Thorez why he had left the
French Communist party : "I have often asked myself the question ... whether, instead of rejecting a priori and in the name
of an exclusive ideology, men who are after all honest and
basically anti-colonialist-it would not be better to seek a form
of organisation as wide and flexible as possible, a form of orBASICALLY, PADMORE REACHED

Words
Words
Words

NEW NOV ELS BY PET ER ABRAHAMS (A night of
their own , "about the resistance movement in
South Africa") and Doris Lessing (Landlocked,
fourth in the Children of violence sequence),
perhaps the best stayers from that postwar
Englisb South African stable-a reprint of
WilIiam Plomer's Turbott Wolfe ("with a long
and important introduction" by Laurens van
der Post) and half a dozen lesser wo rks make
up the list of forthcoming English novels in
the African setting.
Among the latter, Nicholas Monsarrat's The
Pillow Fight, its publi sher finds "the most
piercing, pungent love-hate story ever written".
White South African society provides the
theme as it does in D avid Lytton's Th e grass
Ivon't grow till spring, "a black novel about
white men and women in South Africa". The
mixture gets even stronger with 10hannes
Meintjes' The silent con spiracy, apparently
semi-autobiography even more romanticised
than Monsarrat's.
Its hero " the dynamic
Abrie Vorster . . . attracts love and hate
equally and is himself devoured by two passions, painting and his beautiful ma nor house
Zevenfontein" .
Heinemann's three Spring List novels in their
African Writers series are all East Africanby Lernie Peters, T. M. Aluko, and Ferdina nt

ganisation that could inspire the many rather than drill the few.
A form of organisation in which the Marxists would not be
submerged but would act as a yeast, a source of inspiration and
leadership, and not play the part which, in truth, they play
today, that of dividing the popular forces . . . 1 opt for the
wider as against the narrower; for the movement which places
us shoulder to shoulder with the others against the movement
which leaves us to ourselves ... for a movement which liberates
the creative energy of the masses, against the one which channels
it finally into sterility."
Again and again there is the same accusation: the communists
do not understand anything about the spontaneity of the masses,
they do not function from within the roots of the peoples, they
are a cold and foreign organism.
•

Oyono (Houseboy , translated from Vne vie de
hay by John Reed).
THE WHITE AFRICAN LOVE-HATE b-usiness spills
over into nonfiction with The white tribes of
Africa by Richard West' (hopefully less superficial than his recently co-authored The making
of a prime minister or the foretaste in the
London Sunday Times) and Margaret Black's
No room for tourists ("about white South
Africans, how ordinary people came to accept
dictatorship as normal").
A white partisan case will no doubt be put
in South African journey by Bernard Newman,
who was so impressed by Sobukwe's accommodation of Robben Island. Did Newman
really "stay in primitive kraals" as he "wandered about Zululand and the Transkei" as his
publ is hers write? Either he broke the law in
several places or this is being laid on by the
S.A. Information Service for the favourable
few.
"Over 40 politicians and scholars" have been
collected in John A. Davis and Jane K. Baker's
Southern Africa in transition and one man's
progressive view will be in South Africa by
John Cope, former M .P. and founder editor of
Th e Forum , recently and wastefully defunct.
Of the continent as a whole similar large
Gunther-like surveys are piling up. One Scipio,
a distinguished public man in disguise, writes
Emer!(ent Africa : John Hatch Th e history of
postwar Africa: Philip Curtin, American historian of West Africa, The ima!(e o f Africa: and
Barbara Ward Africa in the making. The most
ambitious publisher's claim is for Peter 1, M.
McEwen and R. B. Sutcliffe's Th e study of
A frica: "a comprehensive account of the principa social, econom ic and political issues facing
contemporary Africa".
Regional and biographical British Spring
books a re Richard Hall's Kaunda, Founder o f
Zambia and his Zambia , and Arthur Stratton's
The !(reat red island, "a biography of Madaga scar".
History and literature are similarly surveyed
in. respectively, Margaret Shinnie's Ancient
Africall kil1!(doms and Africall En glish litera-

ture by Anne Tibble, a survey, anthology and
(for R2.50) "evaluation of all African writers" .
Other literary collections are Quartet, stories by
.Vew African writers lames Matthews, Richard
Rive and Alf Wannenburgh , and Alex La
Guma. banned. before we began, and Origin
East Africa by David Cook WIth among others
New African writers J. T. Ngugi and Jonathan
Kariara.
HOW DOES ONE DESCRIBE that genre in which
are Thomas Sterling's Sranley's Way , Peter
Franekel's Wayaleshi, Anthony Barker's The
man next to me? These serious yet gay, human
views of African life by outsiders may be added
to by Cynthia Nolan's One traveller's Africa.
illustrated by Sidney Nolan, and Emily Hahn's
Africa to m e.
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Hofmeyr, by Alan Paton (Oxford Univer, sity Press)
THE SUBJECT OF THIS excellent biography
is a white South African politician, who
had a colossal intellect and a conscience.
Although, impelled by the second, he
often brought the first formidably to bear
on white supremacy, it is arguable that he
hindered rather than helped the liberal
movement in South Africa.
Hofmeyr was a five-year-old prodigy
when the Boer War began; a fifteen-yearold graduate in short pants when the
Union of South Africa was established in
much hope and little cynicism; he died in
1948, the year of the triumph at the polls
of white -domination: unashamed and undisguised. ("Now that Hofmeyr is dead,
South Africa will not have a conscience,"
said Smuts, who could not supply the
deficiency.) ,
The theme of the period- and it is
compellingly handled-is the gradual but
sure evolution rightwards of white politics; by 1948 white South Africa has
resolved on its terrible response to the
challenge: "what are black hopes, what
are white hopes and can they be hoped
together?" In counterpoint, Hofmeyr, to
use his biographer's phrase, painfully
inches his way towards emancipation
from traditional white attitudes: fearfully,
cautiously, confusedly, but with courage.
Meanwhile black politicians grow disillusioned and their attitudes harden.

tion which followed; Afrikanerdom's rejection of Hertzog; the country's rejection,
in 1948, of Smuts, who championed
human dignity in world councils but was
silent about or inimical to it at home.
Hofmeyr was a professor at 22; a
Principal of a University at 24. ("Do you
think you're the Principal Boy?" asked a
contemporary comic of another. "No,"
. was the reply, "I'm the Boy Principal.")
His long, deep, uneasy relationship with
Smuts had already begun when he became
a Cabinet Minister with three portfolios
in Hertzog's coalition government in 1933.
As a Cabinet Minister, he rebelled
against his party for the first time in 1936
over the Franchise Bill, making a ' great
speech and acknowledging his isolation:
"I know perfectly well that I am speakmg
against the feeling of the overwhelming
majority of this House; I know that I am
speaking against the feeling of the great
mass of the people of this country." By
"people" he meant "white people": his
emancipation had begun but old habits
died hard. In 1937 he voted against a
particularly vicious clause of an influx
control Bill, although he did not vote
against the Bill itself. He said then, as
he was often to say, that the whites, on
the pretext of "saving European civilisation", were surrendering the things which
made civilisation meaningful. His resignation was not required by his party on
either of these occasions.
1938 HE OPPOSED an abuse of
the Constitution-a defeated party member was given a Senate seat which should
have gone to someone "thoroughly
acquainted" with African needs-he resigned from the Cabinet. He defied the
party again in 1939 over increased restriction on Indian trading, but Hertzog had
now had enough and Hofmeyr was forced
to resign from the Caucus. Soon afterwards, South Africa entered the war;
Smuts became Prime Minister, Hofmeyr
was back in the Cabinet and, other than
WHEN IN

for
black and white alike: the taking away of
the common-roll franchise from Africans
in the Cape in 1936; the massive African
Mineworkers' strike in 1946, which finally
exposed the impotence of the Native
Representative Council, that "toy telephone" which was part of the shoddy
substitute offered for the stolen vote; the
confrontation between Hertzog and Smuts
over South A1rica's entry into World War
11; the bitter cleavage in the white populaTHE PERIOD HAD GREAT REVELATIONS
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Smuts, its most important member.
Fusion between Hertzog and Smuts.
the War, Hofmeyr's failure to break with
a white supremacy party and give a new
lead, all these- though they may have
accelerated African nationalism-contributed to the long paralysis of white
opposition-apart from the Communists
-to Herrenvolkism. Perhaps none of
these made any significant difference:
discrimination was, after all, built into the
1910 Constitution. Mr. Paton, who seldom puts his own point of view explicitly.
thinks differently. however: "the forces of
right and justice could have been marshalled in the late thirties if Hofmeyr had
felt called upon to do it, but he did not
feel called upon to do it."
The book is dedicated to Peter Brown.
banned Chairman of the Liberal Party of
South Africa. which came into existence
as late as seventeen years after the Franchise Bill. If Brown is Hofmeyr's heir.
he entered into a dubious heritage: Hofmeyr not only delayed the emergence of
a Liberal movement. he also stamped the
term "liberalism", for some with connotation of compromise and infirmity of
purpose, which present-day Liberals have
had a hard time erasing.
One regrets that Alan Paton, deferring
to Hofmeyr's taste. gave his subject the
banal valedictory of an image taken from
cricket. Paton's prose is better than
Newbolt's verse: "Although he could not
see clearly how to go forward, it was
forward he wanted to go."

Then-anc/-Now Dept. Alan Paton notes
that in 1948 the Nationalists released from
prison a Mr. van Blerk, "who had tried
to blow up a post office and thereby killed
an innocent bystander . . . his story was
featured in Dagbreek. not as one of violence and sabotage. but as one of Afrikaner patriotism."
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